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Abstract—Distributed soft real-time applications often involve
multiple jobs that are executed on different processing units.
Hence, resource competitions among these applications can be on
any processing unit in the system. However, due to distributed
nature of these applications, each processing unit may not have
the knowledge about the workload on other processing units.
Therefore, scheduling decisions made by individual processing
units about their local job execution orders may not be optimal
for the applications to which the jobs belong with respect to
meeting the applications’ end-to-end deadlines. In this paper, we
ﬁrst introduce a metric to measure, at a local processing unit, the
risk of a distributed soft real-time application missing its endto-end deadline. Second, based on the metric, we develop a local
deadline assignment algorithm, i.e., the delay-impact-based (DIB)
local deadline assignment algorithm. With the DIB algorithm,
distributed processing units can independently schedule their
local job sets based on the assigned job deadlines with maximized
successful ratio of meeting distributed real-time applications’
end-to-end deadlines. We empirically compare the DIB algorithm
with three commonly used local deadline assignment algorithms,
i.e., the OLDA, Pure, and Norm algorithms. The experimental
results show that the DIB algorithm has clear advantage over the
OLDA, Pure, and Norm approaches — it results in up to 50%,
35%, and 35% higher successful ratio than the OLDA, Pure, and
Norm approaches with respect to meeting application’s end-toend deadlines, respectively. Furthermore, for those applications
that do miss their end-to-end deadlines, the application execution
delay ratio resulted by the DIB algorithm is also up to 300%,
50%, and 150% smaller comparing to the other three approaches.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many distributed soft real-time applications, such as interactive online video gaming [1] and teleconferencing [2], involve
multiple jobs executed on different processing units with speciﬁed end-to-end deadline requirements. These applications may
be deployed to a system at any time and on any processing unit
during run-time. For instance, a new computation intensive
application may be deployed on the sparc workstation while an
online gaming is in process. As a result, resource competitions
among these applications can be on any processing unit and
unpredictable. Furthermore, due to the distributed nature of
the system, often times an individual processing unit does not
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have detailed information about the working status of other
processing units. Hence, the schedule of applications on a
processing unit has to be made at run-time and based on local
information.
However, the resulting online schedule on a local processing
unit is not necessarily optimal to ensure that all applications
ﬁnish executions before their end-to-end deadlines. Even
though the job assignment to particular processing units is
known a priori, to determine the local scheduling order of
applications in order to meet their end-to-end deadlines is still
a NP-complete problem [3].
On each processing unit, the EDF scheduling algorithm is
usually used to fully exploit processing resource, since EDF
scheduling algorithm is an optimal scheduling algorithm for a
single processing unit [4]. Accordingly, a local deadline should
be assigned to a job when its application is dispatched to a
processing unit. The jobs (their applications) are scheduled
based on their local deadlines. We assume that all applications
(their related jobs) continue their execution even if they pass
their local deadlines or end-to-end deadlines for the following
reasons: 1) missing a local deadline does not necessarily
indicate the application will miss its end-to-end deadline, as
the application may still have a chance to catch up during
its future execution; 2) for soft real-time applications, an
application missing its end-to-end deadline may still have its
beneﬁts [1].
In this paper, we introduce a metric to measure, at a local
processing unit, the end-to-end deadline missing risk of each
distributed soft real-time application. Based on the metric, we
then develop a local deadline assignment algorithm, i.e., delayimpact-based (DIB) local deadline assignment algorithm to
minimize the risk. With the job deadlines assigned by the
DIB algorithm, distributed processing units can independently
schedule their local job sets by the EDF scheduling algorithm
to maximize successful ratio of meeting distributed real-time
applications end-to-end deadlines.
We compare and analyze the proposed approach with three
commonly used local deadline assignment approaches, i.e., the
OLDA [2], Pure [5], and Norm [6], in terms of application
successful ratio and application execution delay ratio (the
degree of an application’s end-to-end delay with respect to its
deadline). Our experimental results show that our approach

presents signiﬁcant advantages over the counterparts — it
results in up to 50%, 35%, and 35% higher successful ratio
than the OLDA, Pure, and Norm approaches with respect
to meeting application’s end-to-end deadlines, respectively.
Furthermore, for those applications that do miss their end-toend deadlines, the application execution delay ratio resulted
by the DIB algorithm is also up to 300%, 50%, and 150%
smaller comparing to the other three approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss
related work in Section II. In Section III, we formulate the
research problem the paper addresses. Our local deadline assignment algorithm is introduced in Section IV. Experimental
results are discussed in Section V. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
For distributed real-time applications, how to guarantee the
applications’ end-to-end deadlines has been a research challenge and signiﬁcant amount of efforts have been made in the
research community. For instance, Bettati et.al. [7] developed
a priority assignment approach that guarantees schedulability
for the ﬂow shop task model where each task’s total execution
length and execution time on the shared processing unit are
identical. Abdelzaher et al. [8], [9] proposed a worst case
bound for task graphs with/without cycles under the pipeline
scheduling model. Based on the bound, they transformed the
end-to-end scheduling problem into a uni-processor scheduling
problem. Lee et al. [10] took the approach of allowing global
viewpoint to be incorporated and developed a convex uniﬁed
framework to guarantee end-to-end delay. These approaches
either make special assumptions about the application models
or assume that the global view is available to local processors
in order to perform ofﬂine schedulability analysis.
Without end-to-end deadlines strictly guaranteed and strong
coupling among scheduling decisions taken on each processing
unit, another direction is to divide the end-to-end deadlines
into local deadlines for each application’s jobs on their execution processors and apply uni-processor scheduling algorithms
to schedule local jobs. Kao et.al [5] proposed Equal Slack
(Pure) and Equal Flexibility (Norm) local deadline assignment
approaches for meeting end-to-end deadlines. Later research
works exploited these two approaches and apply them into
parallel task models. For instance, Natale et al. [3] gave a
static slicing technique using a critical path that maximizes the
minimum laxity. An adaptive deadline assignment technique
that reﬂects the characteristics of task graph parallelism was
presented in [6]. Although these approaches are straightforward and easy to implement, they share the same shortcoming:
resource contention among jobs (applications) on different
processing units is not taken into consideration when local
deadlines are assigned.
In order to overcome the resource contention problem of
distributed real-time applications, Hong et al. [2] recently proposed a laxity time based local deadline assignment approach.
The objective of this approach is to maximize the minimal
available laxity time of all jobs on each processing unit.

However, considering only laxity time does not fully capture
the nature of the risk of missing the end-to-end deadline due to
the delay caused by resource contention. The performance of
the approach can deteriorate sharply when all applications have
to be ﬁnished even if they miss their end-to-end deadlines. In
this paper, rather than using available slack time to decide an
application’s execution schedule, we study the impact of an
application being delayed toward its end-to-end deadline and
use the delay impact to decide job execution orders.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section, we ﬁrst introduce models and deﬁnitions,
and then formulate the research problem.
A. Models and Notations
System Model
The system consists of m autonomous processing units denoted as V = {V1 , V2 , · · · , Vm }. By autonomous, we mean each
unit is independent, has its own job scheduler, and it does
not have information about the operation status of other units.
The system also contains a set of distributed soft real-time
applications A = {A1 , A2 , · · · , An } deployed on V .
Application Model1
Each application has a set of precedence-related jobs which
go through a chain of processing units. More precisely, a
real-time application Ai is represented by a quadruple, i.e.,
Ai ≡ (Ri , Di , Γi , fi ), where
• Ri : application Ai ’s release time, we omit it if Ai is
released at time 0.
• Di : absolute end-to-end deadline;
• Γi : ordered execution sequence of jobs belonging to Ai .
Γi ≡ (Ji,1 , Ji,2 , · · · , Ji,li ), where li is total number of
jobs that application Ai has;
• Ji,k : the kth job in the ordered sequence of Ai . It is
deﬁned by Ji,k ≡ (ri,k , ei,k , di,k ), ∀k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , li },
– ri,k : release time of Ji,k . Other than the ﬁrst job’s
release time, i.e., ri,1 = Ri , all other jobs’ release
time ri,k (∀k, k = 1) is decided at run-time;
– ei,k : execution time of Ji,k ;
– di,k : deadline of Ji,k , di,k ≤ Di . It does not have to
be smaller than Di and is also decided at run-time;
• fi : a mapping between Γi and V. fi (Ji,k ) = Vp , Vp ∈ V,
job Ji,k is executed on Vp .
Notations and Deﬁnitions
Ω(Vp , t):

job set on processing unit Vp at time t.
job Ji,k ’s total accrued execution time since its
release (ri,k ) to the current time t, 0 ≤ Exe(Ji,k , t) ≤ ei,k .
Dly(Ji,k , t): to-be-delayed time of job Ji,k at time t. 0 <

Dly(Ji,k , t) ≤ B , where B =
(el,m −
Exe(Ji,k , t):

Exe(Jl,m , t)). B

of Ji,k : Ji,k

Jl,m ∈{Ω(Vp ,t)−{Ji,k }}

implies the worst case to-be-delayed time
will be the last one executed among Ω(Vp , t).

1 we do not have any constraints on the execution path of distributed soft
real-time applications nor the execution time of their jobs on each deployed
processing unit.

Exeapp (Ai , t):

application Ai ’s total accrued execution time
since its release (Ri ) to the current time t. Exeapp (Ai , t) =
li


k=1

Exe(Ji,k , t) =

b−1


k=1

ei,k + Exe(Ji,b , t),

assuming Ji,b is

currently being executed or waiting for being completed
at time t and Ji,k (1 ≤ k ≤ b − 1) has completed before or
at time t.
L(Ai , t): application Ai ’s laxity time at time t,
L(Ai , t) = Di − (

li


Fig. 1. Application Execution Paths
ei,k − Exeapp (Ai , t)) − t

(1)

k=1

It indicates how much time Ai can be delayed without
missing its end-to-end deadline at current time t.
η(Ai ): application Ai ’s execution delay ratio. Assume Ai
ﬁnishes its execution at time Fi ,


η(Ai ) =

Fi −Di
Di

0

if Fi > Di
if Fi ≤ Di

AS :

γ:

successful application set, i.e., the set of applications
that ﬁnish their executions no later than the end-to-end
deadlines, AS ⊆ A.
S|
application successful ratio, γ = |A
|A| .

B. Preliminary
When distributed applications share processing units during
their end-to-end executions, their jobs are not always immediately executed once released to a processing unit: some jobs
need to wait for other jobs to ﬁnish. The ﬁnish time of a job
(its corresponding application) on a processing unit depends on
its execution order among the to-be-scheduled job set. If each
job of an application is always the ﬁrst one to execute on its
deployed processing unit, then no laxity time is consumed and
the application will not miss its end-to-end deadline. However,
if a job is lastly executed, then it will need more than its
own execution time to ﬁnish. Therefore, the related application
has a higher risk of missing its end-to-end deadline in future
execution. We call the risk of missing an application’s endto-end deadline due to waiting for other applications to ﬁnish
“the delay impact”.
How to measure the delay impact of each application and
the scheduling decisions can reﬂect and minimize this impact
when its related jobs are scheduled on local processing units is
a challenge. A direct way [8] is to quantify the “delay impact”
of an application as its available laxity time after being delayed
on the shared processing unit. The smaller available laxity time
an application has, the higher risk the application misses its
end-to-end deadline. The application with the largest available
laxity time among a scheduled application set is executed last
to minimize the risk of the whole set. We use the Example 1
to demonstrate how it works:
Example 1: Assume that there are three processing units in
the system {V1 , V2 , V3 } and three applications A1 , A2 and A3
as denoted in Fig 1.
Assume all three applications have arrival time of 02 and
2 This paper does not assume that all applications release at time 0 or at
the same time point. The special release assumption in this example serves
for the convenience of explanation.

thus their release time are omitted in the following formula.
A1 = (77, ((0, 24, ?), (?, 27, ?), (?, 15, ?)),
{f1 (J1,1 ) = V1 , f1 (J1,2 ) = V2 , f1 (J1,3 ) = V3 })
A2 = (78, ((0, 9, ?), (?, 23, ?), (?, 9, ?)),
{f2 (J2,1 ) = V1 , f2 (J2,2 ) = V2 , f2 (J2,3 ) = V3 })
A3 = (100, ((0, 37, ?)), {f3 (J3,1 ) = V2 })

where “?” denotes information that needs to be decided at
run-time.

Fig. 2. Scheduling Procedure

1) At t = 0, assume two jobs J1,1 (A1 ) and J2,1 (A2 ) are
released to V1 and J3,1 (A3 ) is released to V2 . Since J3,1 has
no other jobs to compete with on V2 , J3,1 will be immediately
executed on V2 . Hence, the local deadline for J3,1 is set as
37 (d3,1 = 37). On the other hand, J1,1 and J2,1 have to
be scheduled based on a certain order. If J1,1 is the last one
to execute, its ﬁnish time will be 33. By time 33, L(A1 , 33) =
3

e1,k −Exeapp (A1 , 33))−33 = 77−(66−24)−33 = 2. If J2,1
D1 −(
k=1

is the last one to execute, its ﬁnish time will be 33. L(A2 , 33) =
3

D2 − (
e2,k − Exeapp (A2 , 33)) − 33 = 78 − (41 − 9) − 33 = 13.
k=1

Since L(A2 , 33) > L(A1 , 33), we set J1,1 to be the ﬁrst one and
J2,1 to be the last one to execute on V1 . As a result, the local
deadline for J1,1 is set as 24 (d1,1 = 24), the local deadline
of J2,1 is set as 33 (d2,1 = 33).
2) At t = 24, J1,1 ﬁnishes execution on V1 and J1,2 is thus dispatched on V2 . Hence, Ω(V2 , 24) = {J1,2 , J3,1 }. Exe(J3,1 , 24) =
24 and J3,1 has 13 time units left to be executed. If we
execute J1,2 last on V2 , then J1,2 ﬁnishes execution at time 64,
L(A1 , 64) = −2. If J3,1 is executed last instead, L(A3 , 64) = 36.
J1,2 is thus executed ﬁrst, after which J3,1 is executed.
Therefore, d1,2 = 51, d3,1 = 64.
3) At t = 33, J2,1 ﬁnishes execution on V1 and J2,2 is
dispatched on V2 . Ω(V2 , 33) = {J1,2 , J2,2 , J3,1 }. Exe(J1,2 , 33) = 9
and J1,2 has 18 time units left to execute. Exe(J2,2 , 33) = 0
and J2,2 has 23 time units left. Exe(J3,1 , 33) = 24 and J3,1
has 13 time units left to execute. If J1,2 is the last one to
execute, then L(A1 , 87) = −25. Similarly, L(A2 , 87) = −18,
L(A3 , 87) = 13. The order of execution is J1,2 , J2,2 and J3,1 ,
and d1,2 = 51, d2,2 = 74, d3,1 = 87.

4) At t = 51, J1,2 ﬁnishes execution on V2 and J1,3 is
dispatched on V3 . J2,2 , J3,1 continue their execution on V2 .
5) At t = 74, J2,2 ﬁnishes execution on V2 and J2,3 is
dispatched on V3 . J1,3 ﬁnished executing on V3 and left
the system at t = 65. J2,3 is immediately executed without
competition with J1,3 on V3 and will ﬁnish its execution at
83. J3,1 continues its execution on V2 and will ﬁnish at 87.
In this example, A1 and A3 ﬁnish their execution before
their end-to-end deadlines, but A2 fails to meet its end-to-end
deadline. Hence, the application successful ratio γ = 23 = 67%
= 6%.
and the delay execution ratio for J2 is η(A2 ) = 83−78
78
The detailed scheduling procedure of jobs on each processing
unit is shown in Fig. 2.

However, in fact, all A1 , A2 and A3 can ﬁnish successfully
before their end-to-end deadlines. In other words, available
laxity time is not the best way to measure the delay impact of
individual applications.
If an application is delayed, the possibility that it can
still ﬁnish before its end-to-end deadline is affected by three
aspects: 1) the available remaining laxity time; 2) the total
remaining execution demand; and 3) the possible competition
with other applications during its future execution. A local
processing unit cannot predict the potential competition of
the scheduled applications on downstream processing units;
it can, however, have the knowledge of the remaining laxity
time and remaining execution demand of each application. The
delay impact of an application, which a processing unit should
consider when deciding job execution order, must take into
consideration of these two aspects.
For application Ai , assume its corresponding job Ji,k is
being executed or waiting for being completed at time t. If
the to-be-delayed time of Ji,k is Dly(Ji,k , t) and the remaining
execution of Ji,k is ei,k − Exe(Ji,k , t), then Ji,k will ﬁnish
its execution at fi,k = t + Dly(Ji,k , t) + ei,k − Exe(Ji,k , t). As
shown in Fig. 3, the time interval between the current time
t and its end-to-end deadline Di consists of three parts:
Dly(Ji,k , t),

remaining work of Ai , i.e.,

(Exeapp (Ai , t)

li


k∗ =1

ei,k∗ − Exeapp (Ai , t)

= Exeapp (Ai , t + Dly(Ji,k , t)) = Exeapp (Ai , fi,k ) −

(ei,k − Exe(Ji,k , t))),

and remaining laxity time

L(Ai , fi,k ).

α(Ai , t):

the delay impact factor of Ai at time t,
α(Ai , t) =

Dly(Ji,k , t)
li

k∗ =1

(2)

ei,k∗ − Exeapp (Ai , t) + L(Ji,k , fi,k )

where fi,k = t + Dly(Ji,k , t) + ei,k − Exe(Ji,k , t).
Lemma 1: ∀t, Ri ≤ t ≤ Di , if α(Ai , t) = 0, then Ai is
guaranteed to meet its end-to-end deadline.
Proof: the proof is trivial. Since Ai does not consume any
laxity time waiting for the other jobs’ execution at any time
during its end-to-end execution, the ﬁnish time of Ai is its endli

ei,k , which is not larger than Di .
to-end execution time
k=1

Therefore, Ai is guaranteed to meet its end-to-end deadline. 
It is clear that the smaller α(Ai , t) is, the higher the
possibility that Ai meets its end-to-end deadline. Our goal
is to maximize the successful ratio for a given number of
distributed soft real-time applications released in the system,
i.e., minimize the delay impact factor of each application
released in the system. At a local processing unit, since it is
ambiguous to require minimizing the delay impact factor of all
the scheduled applications, our objective becomes minimizing
the maximum delay impact factor among all the applications
whose jobs are executed on the shared local processing unit.
Application’s delay impact factors are decided by their
scheduled order, therefore a proper scheduled order of applications is a key to achieve the objective. As we schedule jobs
on local processing units based on EDF scheduling algorithm,
the scheduled order of the jobs is actually decided by the local
deadlines assigned to each job.
Research Problem
Given A and V as deﬁned before, let Ω(Vp , t) denote the job
set to be scheduled on processing unit Vp at a scheduling point
t where Vp ∈ V. Ω(Vp , t) is scheduled based on the EDF
scheduling algorithm. We have the following optimization
problem: decide local deadline di,k for each Ji,k on processing
unit Vp in order to:
min :

max

Ji,k ∈Ω(Vp ,t)

s.t. ri,k + ei,k ≤ di,k
di,k − rl,m ≤

α(Ai , t)


(3)
(4)
eh,n , where Jl,m ∈ Ω(Vp , t)

Jh,n ∈ Ω(Vp , t),
rh,n ≥ rl,m ,
Fig. 3. Time Interval Between Current Time t and Di

At the scheduling point t, depending on the scheduled
position of Ji,k , it will have different Dly(Ji,k , t). Accordingly,
Ai will have different remaining work

li


k∗ =1

ei,k∗ − Exeapp (Ai , t)

and L(Ai , fi,k ) after it is delayed by Dly(Ji,k , t). Rather than
measuring the impact of Dly(Ji,k , t) on Ai ’s end-to-end deadline missing risk by L(Ai , fi,k ), a fair way is to measure the
impact by the portion which delayed time Dly(Ji,k , t) has
accounted within Ai valid relative deadlines (Di − t).
Based on the above information, we have the following
deﬁnition:

dh,n ≤ di,k
(5)

Formula (4) indicates the lower bound of a valid di,k ;
formula (5) is the schedulability constraint for jobs in Ω(Vp , t)
to be scheduled by EDF [11].
IV. D ELAY-I MPACT-BASED L OCAL D EADLINE
A SSIGNMENT
When multiple jobs are competing for shared resource,
their delayed time depends on their scheduled order. For a
single application, its delayed time gets larger when its job
is scheduled later. Therefore, an application’s delay impact

factor has the largest value if its job is the last one scheduled
among all the possible scheduled positions. For a given job
set Ω(Vp , t), we propose the following criterion to select a job
as the last one to schedule.
Property 1: If Ji∗ ,k∗ is the last job to schedule among
Ω(Vp , t) at time t, then
α(Ai∗ , t) ≤ α(Ai , t), ∀Ji,k ∈ Ω(Vp , t) where

Dly(Ji,k , t) =
(el,m − Exe(Jl,m , t))
Jl,m ∈{Ω(Vp ,t)−{Ji,k }}


For Ji,k (∀Ji,k ∈ Ω(Vp , t)), if it is the last one to be scheduled among Ω(Vp , t), then it has its longest to-be-delayed
time among its possible scheduled positions: Dly(Ji,k , t) =

(el,m − Exe(Jl,m , t)). By calculating each

Jl,m ∈{Ω(Vp ,t)−{Ji,k }}

job in Ω(Vp , t) with its longest to-be-delayed time and its
application’s corresponding delay impact factor, Property 1
chooses a job with the minimum delay impact factor to
schedule lastly.
The last scheduled job chosen by Property 1 has the latest
ﬁnish time within Ω(Vp , t). We thus assign the latest ﬁnish
time as its local deadline to guarantee its EDF-based scheduling order. We call this Delay-Impact-Based local deadline
assignment (DIB), which is described in Algorithm 1.

Theorem 1: Given the job set Ω(Vp , t), let di,k be the local
deadline assigned to each Ji,k ∈ Ω(Vp , t) by DIB, then di,k
minimizes the given objective in (3).
Proof: Suppose there exists an optimal set of local deadlines
{d+
i,k } that is different from the solution {di,k } obtained by
DIB. Then, there exists at least one job Ji,k whose d+
i,k is
different from di,k . Let the jobs in Ω(Vp , t) be examined in
the order of the sequence that a job obtains its local deadline
by DIB, i.e., the ﬁrst examined job J1,k has the largest local
deadline among Ω(Vp , t), the second examined job has the
largest local deadline among (Ω(Vp , t) − {J1,k }), and the last
examined job Jn,k (n = |Ω(Vp , t)|) has its local deadline equal
to t + en,k − Exe(Jn,k , t). Suppose Jx,k is the ﬁrst job that
and dx,k in solutions {d+
has different deadlines d+
i,k } and
x,k
{di,k }, respectively. The job set which excludes previously
examined jobs is denoted as o(Vp , t), o(Vp , t) ⊆ Ω(Vp , t). The
execution orders of jobs in o(Vp , t) decided by {di,k } and
{d+
i,k } respectively are shown in Fig. 4.
According to DIB, Jx,k has the largest local deadline

among o(Vp , t); assume in {d+
i,k } , Jy,k has the largest local
deadline among o(Vp , t), x = y.
According to Property 1, α(Ax , t) ≤ α+ (Ay , t). Also,
α+ (Ax , t) < α(Ax , t), as Dly + (Jx,k , t) < Dly(Jx,k , t). Therefore,
α+ (Ax , t) < α+ (Ay , t) ≤
max
{α+ (Ai , t)}. α+ (Ax , t) does
Ji,k ∈o(Vp ,t)

not inﬂuence the objective function

Algorithm 1: DIB(Ω(Vp , t))
1
2

while Ω(Vp , t) = φ do
M ax Deadline = t +


Ji,k ∈Ω(Vp ,t)

(ei,k − Exe(Ji,k , t))

M in Delay Impact F actor = ∞
foreach Ji,k ∈ Ω(Vp , t) do
Dly(Ji,k , 
t) =
(el,m − Exe(Jl,m , t))

3
4
5

Jl,m ∈{Ω(Vp ,t)−{Ji,k }}

if α(Ai , t) < M in Delay Impact F actor then
M in Delay Impact F actor = α(Ai , t)
i∗ = i
end

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

end

end
di∗ ,k∗ = M ax Deadline
Ω(Vp , t) = Ω(Vp , t) − Ji∗ ,k∗

Fig. 4. The Execution Order Of Jobs In o(Vp , t)

{α+ (Ai , t)}

directly in solution {d+
i,k }.
We have α(Ax , t) ≤ α+ (Ay , t), in addition, α(Ay , t) <
α+ (Ay , t), as Dly(Jy,k , t) < Dly + (Jy,k , t). Therefore, the delay
impact factor of Ax and Ay obtained by solution {di,k } is

smaller than or equal to that obtained by {d+
i,k }. If Jx,j and
Jy,j  are removed from o(Vp , t), the same proof also applies
to the remaining jobs. As a result, the value of the objective
function obtained by DIB is smaller or equal to the objective
function of solution {d+
i,k }. Hence, the solution found by DIB
is optimal.

Let us revisit Example 1 to demonstrate how DIB is applied
to the example.
1) At t = 0, Ω(V1 , 0) = {J1,1 , J2,1 }. If J1,1 is the last one to
Dly(J1,1 ,0)
=
execute on V1 , then α(A1 , 0) = 
3
9
66−0+2

In line 2, DIB calculates the maximum local deadline, i.e.,
the latest ﬁnish time of Ω(Vp , t), to be assigned to jobs. From
line 4 to line 10, the algorithm chooses the job that satisﬁes
Property 1. Line 11 assigns the maximum local deadline to
the chosen job, then the job is removed from Ω(Vp , t) in line
12. The same procedure repeats until all the jobs in Ω(Vp , t)
are assigned with respective local deadlines, i.e., they are
assigned with proper scheduling orders. As the size of Ω(Vp , t)
is bounded by |A| = n, the time complexity of DIB is bounded
by O(n2 ).

max

Ji,k ∈o(Vp ,t)

= 0.13.

k=1

e1,k −Exeapp (A1 ,0)+L(J1,1 ,33)

If J2,1 is the last one to execute instead,
α(J2,1 , 0) = 0.45. Since α(A1 , 0) < α(A2 , 0), J2,1 is assigned
to be the ﬁrst one to execute and J1,1 is assigned to be the
last one to execute. Therefore, d2,1 = 9, d1,1 = 33.
2) At t = 9, J2,1 ﬁnishes execution on V1 and J2,2 is dispatched
on V2 . Exe(J3,1 , 9) = 9 and J3,1 has 28 times units left to
complete execution. Ω(V2 , 9) = {J2,2 , J3,1 }. α(A2 , 9) = 0.68,
α(A3 , 9) = 0.34. As α(A3 , 9) < α(A2 , 9), then we have d2,2 =
32, d3,1 = 60. J1,1 will continue its execution on V1 .
3) At t = 32, J2,2 ﬁnishes execution on V2 and J2,3 is
dispatched on V3 .
4) At t = 33, J1,1 ﬁnishes execution on V1 , and J1,2 is
dispatched on V2 . Exe(J3,1 , 33) = 10 and J3,1 has 27 time units
left to complete execution. Ω(V2 , 33) = {J1,2 , J3,1 }. α(A1 , 33) =
1.59, α(A3 , 33) = 0.675. Since α(A3 , 33) < α(A1 , 33), we have

d1,2 = 60, d3,1 = 87. J2,3 will continue its execution on V3
and ﬁnishes at 41.
As a result, A1 , A2 , and A3 all successfully ﬁnish their
execution at 75, 41, 87, respectively. The detailed scheduling
procedure of jobs on each processing unit is shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5. Scheduling Procedure

V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we empirically evaluate our DIB algorithm
with three other commonly used local deadline assignment
algorithms, i.e., the OLDA [2], Pure [5], and Norm [6].
The OLDA dynamically assigns local deadline that aims to
maximize the laxity time to increase the application successful
ratio. The Pure and Norm are two static local deadline
assignment algorithms which assign total laxity time evenly
or proportional onto each job, respectively. Our evaluation and
comparison focus on two aspects, i.e., application successful
ratio and application execution delay ratio.
Application Type and Instance Generation

Fig. 6. Application Type Generation

TGFF [12] is a well known tool that generates various
task graphs based on real applications. It is often used
to generate benchmark applications in real-time community.
Therefore, we use TGFF to randomly generate different types
of distributed real-time applications. By application type, we
mean an application structure, i.e., job sequences and their
execution processing units. The nodes in a TGFF graph have
precedence constraints, which correlates to the execution order
of interdependent jobs belonging to an application. Based
on the structure of an TGFF graph, we do the following
mapping: 1) a node in a TGFF graph corresponds to a job; 2)
a direct edge in a TGFF graph corresponds to a precedence
constraint on the execution order between two jobs in the same
application; 3) a path in a TGFF graph corresponds to an
execution order of jobs in an application; 4) the number of
paths corresponds to the number of applications in the system;
5) the height of a TGFF graph corresponds to the number of
processing units in the system. Fig. 6(a) shows a task graph
generated by TGFF. Based on the height from the root node
(node 0) to the sink node (node 8), the graph has four layers.

Hence, we assume there are four processing units. The jobs
that are on the same layer are assigned to the same processing
unit as shown in Fig. 6(b)3 .
Once the structure of the application is generated, the next
step is to generate timing information for each application, i.e.,
the end-to-end execution time, the end-to-end deadline, and the
execution time for each job within the application(workload on
each processing unit). We therefore obtain concrete application
instances. Depending on the execution time distribution among
jobs within an application, we characterize two different
workload scenarios: 1) balanced workload, i.e., the execution
time of different jobs within an application has a high
probability to be the same; and 2) unbalanced workload, i.e.,
the execution time of different jobs within an application has a
high probability to be different. We use the methods presented
in [13] to generate the two different types of workloads.
System Load Generation
As system load can be changed from many sources, we
conduct the experiments from three aspects to monitor the
performance of the four local deadline assignment approaches:
1) The applications/processors ratio (β). As the number of
processing units in the system is ﬁxed, by increasing β, the
number of applications released to the system will increase, so
does the system load. 2) The application execution density (ε):
ε=

li


k=1

ei,k /Di .

The increasing of ε indicates that the workload

demand released to the system will also increase. 3) The
end-to-end deadline distribution (δ). δ mimics the end-to-end
deadline variance among application set from the average endto-end deadline (Davg ). In particular, the end-to-end deadline
of applications varies between [Davg (1 − δ), Davg (1 + δ)].
Increasing δ implies a decrease of the system workload.
Experiment Setting
Applications and their execution paths are randomly generated
by TGFF. For each application type generated by TGFF, a set
of application instances is generated with concrete parameters
for processing units to execute. The experiment is repeated
on 5 different application types, i.e., 5 different TGFF graphs,
with 500 different sets of application instances. We take the
average value of the 5 × 500 = 2500 tests. We set the number
of processing units in the system as 40 and the average endto-end deadline value of jobs (Davg ) as 1000. We have run
10 groups of experiments under each case of system load
generation, the mapping between group index and the detailed
parameters are shown in the following table:
Group Index
1
···
10

β
ε = 0.5
δ = 50%
1.0
···
10.0

ε
β = 5.0
δ = 50%
0.1
···
1.0

δ
β = 5.0
ε = 0.5
0%
···
90%

Experiment Results
3 It is worth noting that Fig. 6 only serves as an example to show how we
can transfer a TGFF graph to an application type. In the experiments, a set of
TGFF graphs are randomly generated to have a broader coverage on different
application types.
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Under a balanced workload, the average application successful
ratio and average application execution delay ratio relating to
the change of β, ε, and δ, respectively, are shown in Fig. 7.
From Fig. 7, we can make the following observations:
1) The average successful ratio decreases and the average
application execution delay ratio increases along with the
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increase of system load. The increasing of system load
indicates that more applications will miss their end-to-end
deadlines, which results in a smaller application successful
ratio and a larger application execution delay ratio.
2) It is clear that the DIB performs the best among the
four approaches with as much as 50%, 35%, 35% larger

average successful application ratio than the OLDA, Pure,
and Norm, respectively. The DIB also results in as much as
100% smaller average application execution delay ratio than
the OLDA algorithm. The OLDA performs the worst. This
is because the OLDA dynamically assigns local deadlines to
jobs of applications only based on available laxity time. It
works better than the Pure and Norm when job removals are
considered, since the latter two algorithms statically assign
local deadlines without considering resource competition. If
there is a heavy competition among applications on a limited
resource, many jobs (applications) missing their assigned local
deadlines will be removed. However, when removing jobs that
miss their local deadlines is not considered, the OLDA cannot
take advantage of obtaining a larger application successful
ratio by removing a few jobs when they miss local deadlines.
Instead, it encounters a larger application execution delay ratio
and a smaller successful ratio. On the other hand, the Pure
and Norm can catch up during execution at later stages even
if the jobs miss the local deadlines at early stages. As the
DIB considers delay impact at every step during scheduling
process, its performance is the best.
3) Under a balanced workload, the performance of the Norm
and Pure converges. This is because the deadline assignment
results of the two approaches does not make much difference
if the execution time of different jobs of an application has a
high probability to be the same.
4) Since δ adjusts the variation of end-to-end deadlines
of applications, it does not have the direct and signiﬁcant
contribution to the change of workload as β and ε do. As
a result, the change of δ does not make a large impact
either on applications’ average successful ratio or on execution
delay ratio comparing with β and ε. The variance of all four
algorithms with respect to the average application successful
ratio is within 5%, and within 100% with respect to the average
application execution delay ratio.
Under an unbalanced workload, the average successful
application ratio and average application execution delay ratio
is shown in Fig. 8.
1) Comparing Fig. 8 with Fig. 7, the performance of the
system decreases under an unbalanced workload with a smaller
average application successful ratio and a bigger average application execution delay ratio. Take the DIB for example, the
decrease of average application successful ratio and increase
of average application execution delay ratio is as much as 55%
and 350%, respectively. This is because when the execution
time of different jobs in an application has a high probability
to be different, the jobs of different applications with larger
execution time may all compete on the same processing units.
Under such scenarios, some processing units become the
“bottleneck”, while others have less burden. Therefore, the
performance of the system deteriorates due to the unbalanced
local processing unit utilization.
2) The DIB still performs the best among the four approaches,
while the OLDA performs the worst. The difference between
the DIB and OLDA is up to 25% with respect to average
application successful ratio and 280% with respect to the

average application execution delay ratio.
3) The performances of the Norm and Pure diverge: the Pure
performs better than the Norm with up to 10% larger average
application successful ratio and up to 150% smaller average
application execution delay ratio.
VI. C ONCLUSION
For distributed real-time applications, due to resource contention and unavailable global information at local processing
units, deciding an execution order of jobs to meet their
applications’ end-to-end deadlines is a challenge. In this paper,
we ﬁrst present a “delay impact factor” to measure, at a local
processing unit, the risk of missing an application’s end-toend deadline at run-time. Based on that, we then develop the
delay-impact based (DIB) local deadline assignment algorithm
to assign local deadlines to jobs of distributed soft real-time
applications, so that the execution order of jobs according
to such deadlines can maximize the application’s successful
ratio. We theoretically prove that DIB presents the local
optimal solution to minimize the delay impact of the scheduled
application set. Our experimental results also show signiﬁcant
advantages of the DIB over the counterparts in terms of larger
application successful ratio and smaller application execution
delay ratio.
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